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Authorization 

Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Office of the Chief of Engineers, in a memorandum dated 

February 26, 1951, requested the Hydrometeorological Section of the 

United States Weather Bureau to prepare an estimate of maximum 

possible precipitation for a portion of the Rio Grande ba.sin in 

Texas and Mexico to meet the needs of the International Boundary 

and \>later Commission ( I:BWC) . 

Assignment 

The IBWC requested "the maximum possible stonn rainfall ex

pre_ssed in tenus of time, area, and quantity". A letter dated 

June 27, 1951, specified. that the final report include estimates 

of maximum possible precipitation for the following areas: 

1. '~bove Diablo Dam and below the Nichols site 

on the Rio Grande and below Red Bluff Dam on the 

Pecos River, 11 24,470 sq. mi. 

2. "Above Nichols site and belo¥r Fort Quitman 

on the Rio Grande, including the,Rio Conchas in 

Mexico 1 n 42,900 sq. mi. 

3. 1~he Rio Grande Basin between Diablo Dam and 

Zapata, Texas, which is just above the mouth of 

the Mexican tributary Rio Salado," 12,250 sq. mi. 

In addition, it was verbally requested that the Hydrometeoro

logical Section offer comments as to whether it is meteorologi

cally possible for these maximum possible conditions to be pre-

ceded at an interva.l of ten days to two weeks by conditions comparable 



to the maximum observed snow melt a:nd/or rainfall on the Rio 

Grande above Elephant Butte Dam and on the Pecos above Red Bluff 

Dam. 

' ' ' 

The portion of the Rio Grande Basin considered in the report 

is that between Fort Quitman and Zapata,, including the d.J:.ainage 

basins of the Conchas and Devils Rivers and the :Pecoe,River 

Basin below Red Bluff Reservoir, figure 2. 

Lack of data over much of the region proved to be a hand,

icap which was overcome by means of more liberal transposition 

than might be used in a region where the storm sample was more 

extensive. For example it was considered that there were 

insufficient data to eliminate the possibility of a maximum 

possible storm over the Rio Conchas in June, even though June 

is usually a comparatively dry month. 

The eastern portion of the basin has been subject to much 

more severe flooding than the western part, the western part 

being generally protected by mountain barriers from invasions of 

moist air. The effect of the Balcones Escarpment on the major 

Texas storms has been studied extensively by the Section and the 

conclusion has been reached that the Escarpment - a compare.-

tively minor barrier, - may have caused a greater frequency of 

storms. In the maximum possible case, however, the necessary 

lift could originate from convective or frontal activity just 

as well elsewhere. 
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Chapter II 

CLIM6..TOLOGY OF THE BIO GRANDE BASIN 

Climatic controls 

Factors which exert climatic control over the basin region 

are: (1) topog.caphy, (2) latitude, (3) land and water, includ

ing ocean currents, (4) ;Prevailing winds, and (5) storms. 

T9pogra:ph;x: 

.The great diversity of climatic characteristics with regard 

to tem})erature, rainfall, wind, cloudiness, and humidity which 

exiot in the Basin is due in no small part to the great 

topographic variations to be found there. The topography of 

the Basin is shown in figure 1. The. Balcones Escarpment, a 

fault zone which lies outside the northeastern boundary of the 

Basin, separates the Coastal Plains from the Edwards Plateau, 

which forms the northeastern portion of the Basin. In the main, 

this is a region of gentle rise not exceeding 5 or 6 feet to the 

mile, at times interrupted by low ranges of hills. The south

eastern part of the Basin lies in the Rio Grande Plain. 

The Trans-Pecos region, which consists of the remainder of 

the basin area lying within Texas, is a section which is 

geologically complex. It consists of hig~,plains, deep canyons, 

and mountains formed in conjunction with the Rockies, of which 

they are a part. Many peaks in this section are 5,000 to 8,000 

feet above sea level. The Davis and Guadalupe Mountains form 

the principal chains in this portion of the Basin, while the 

southeastern portion of the Trans-Pecos region is a high, rugged, 

dissected pleateau extending beyond the Rio Grande far into Mexieo 
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The topography of the Basin on the Mexican aide of the 

Rio .Grande is even more varied than. ita Texas counterpart. 

Innumerable local variations in the climate exist over most of 

this region because of the topographical controls. The. Mexican 

portion of the Bas.1n divides ite~lf naturally into three sections, 

the Sierra Madre Occidental, the Central Plateau, and the 

Sierra Madre Oriental regions. 

The Sierra Madre Occidental forms the western boundary of 

the Conchae Basin. This is a region of rugged topography, 

much of it above 7,000 feet with the mountains reaching more 

than 91 000 feet in the southern portion. This imposing range is 

a barrier to the moisture-bearing winds from the Pacific~ 

On the extreme eastern boundary of the Rio Conchas Basin 

lies the Sierra Madre Oriental• Lese majestic than its wes~ern 

counterpart, it neveirtlleless plays an important part in the 

determination of the, climate of the surrounding area .. The .forced 

ascent of' the on-shore winds from the Gulf. of Mexico up .. the 

f::j..anka of' these mountains often produces very heavy rainfalls 

just outside the Basin. Al-though there ~Y be some spill-over 

into the basin area, the air advancing :farther iDto the Basin is 

dried. 

Between the two. ranges lies the high Central .Plateau of 

Mexico. This is the. "tierra templada'~ or temperate region) . 

temperate in climate becau.se of its elevation, although sub

tropical in latitude. 

Latitude 

The Rio Grande Basin, lying as it does between latitudes 
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26° and 32° N, should, as far as its latitude is concerned, be 

mainly a region of subtropical climate. However, much of the 

Basin is at an elevation sufficiently high to counteract the 

temperature effect of latitude. The latitude is, nevertheless, 

an important factor in the a.istribution and occurrence of storms 

and, consequently, the amount and distribution of rainfall. 

Bodies of water 

Another factor which exerts control over the climate of the 

Basin'is the distribution and temperature of the large bodies of 

water which lie to the west and east (the Gulf of California and 

the Gulf of Mexico), and locally, lakes and marshes. The larger 

bodies of water have, by supplying an abundant quantity of water 

vapor a very profound influence upon the rainfall. 

Winds 

Maps o:r the pre:Y.ailing surface winds' in the basin area for 

January and July are shown in :fig-Ures ja and 3b. The map for 

January shows that the winds tend toblow 'from continental 

sour'ces during the winter season as the Basin comes under the 

i:ni'luence of the westerly wind.s and their associated cyclonic 

storme ~ · Surface wind.s with an easterly component are pre'Valent 

during the remainder of the year, especially during the summer 

m.Onths when the continental high-pressure areas have largely 

dissipated, and sluggish low-pressure areas are traversing the 

southern portion oi'theBasin. There is, therei'ore, a pronounced 

monsoon wind movement over this~ction, i.e., movement from the 

continental interior toward the Gulf of Mexico during the cold 
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months and from the Gulf toward the interior in spring, summer, 

and autumn. 

Storms. 

One of the most interesting phenomena to occur in the Basin 

is the strong, cold, EU').d often humid wind which.blow.s in the 

winter. This w1nd1 known as the "norther''; has been the object 

. of study and investigation 'by various people ;112 some have comp-

ared .it to the Bora of the Dalmatian coast:, and the Mistral of 

France. A norther may occur whenever a well-developed cyclone 

moves across the. northern part. of the Basin with a pronounced 

anticyclone over the north-central ·part of' the United States. 

Types of storms which cause widespread rains over the Basin 

during the main rainY season from Mayto October a.!"e enumerated 

and.desoribed in Chapter III of this report. Therefore, no 

di.scussion of summer rainfall will appear here, except for a 

few remarks concerning hurricanes. Tropical storms enter the 

Basin most frequently in the summer and fall months, the Carribean 

Sea and the Pacific being favorable areas for the formation and 

growth of these storms. 

A map showing the general course of' hurricanes 'which affect 

Mexico appears as figure 4. Paths (2) and (4) may enter ·the 

Basin area. 

lcleveland Abbe, The Northers of Tampico and Vera Cruz 1 

(MWR, v. 21, 1893). . 
2 

W. E. Hurd, Northers of' the Gulf of' Tehuantepec, 
(MWR, v. 57, 1929). 
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The climatic elements 

Precipitation. The average monthly precipitation at certain 

selected stations in the Basin appears in figure 6. The western 

portion of the Basin has a pronounced seasonal variation of 

rainfalL July to September are the rainy months, with June and 

October the transitions. Some rain, however, falls in all months. 

Much of the winter precipitation, especially in the desert, comes 

from extra-tropical cyclones that take a southerly course across 

.North America, some of it coming as snow. Most summer rainfall 

is the result of afternoon convection. On an average, a half to 

a third of the rainfall in the region comes in one heavy shower' 

each month. 

Rainfall.in the extreme eastern portion of the Rio Grande 

Basin is distributed somewhat differently than in the western 

section. There is a September maximum. of rainfall ~ith a second

ary maximum in May. .Much of the September rainfall is due to 

tropical storms, which at times bring very heavy rains to this 

region. 

The central portion of the Basin forma a transitory region 

between the other two parts, with most of ita rainfall occurring 

during the half year from May through October. As mentioned 

previously, much of the area is desert, especially in the southern 

part. The aridity is attributable both to its location within the 

sub-tropical, high-pressure belt and to its protected location. 

The Sierra Madre Occidental is too high and unbroken to permit 

much moisture to enter from the west, and the Sierra Madre 
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Oriental:.is sufficiently elevated and unbroken to form a consid-

erable barrier to rain-bringing winds from the east. 

Figures 7 and 8 show the mean annual precipitation and the 

maximum observed 24-hour precipitation in the Basin. The data 

for the figures are based on regular observing stations in the 

Basin. Since local sparsity of stations and shortness of records 

render the construction of an accurate precipitation map of the 

Basin difficult, these limitations should be kept in mind when 

attempting to draw specific conclusions from the charts. 

Examination of the mean annual chart (figure 7) shows that 

topography plays a major role in establishing the precipitation 

pattern with the largest mean armual amounts over the Sierra 

Madre Occidental and Oriental and the Davis Mountains, and the 

least amounts over the desert regions of northern Mexico. Very 

little north-south gradient is evident; the isohyets and 

isohyetal centers in general are oriented north-northeast-south

southwest in the direction of the mountain ranges. The variation 

in amount of mean annual precipitation in the Basin is mod

erately large, ranging from less than eight inches annually at 

Ojinaga, Chih.,to more than twenty-seven inches at Creel, Chih. 

The maximum 24-hour precipitation map (figure 8) exhibits 

much the same distribution as the annual chart, as does figure 

9a, which shows the mean annual number of rainy days in the Basin, 

that is, days in which 0.01 inches of rain or more are recorded. 

Again, the largest amounts occur on the western, eastern, and 

northern sections of the basin boundaries, while the least occurs 

over the south-central part. 
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Figure 9b shows the average annual number of days with 

thunderstorms in the Basin. The maximum humber of recorded 

thunderstorms, in excess of 35 per year, occur on the southeast

ern edge of the Conchoe Basin, while a minimum of less than 15 per 

year occurs near Dryden, Tex. An interesting feature of the map 

is that in some areas, notably in the extreme northeastern seoticn 

of the Basin, more da~s with thunderstorms than days with rain

fall are reported. This may be accounted for by the fact that 

many of the thunderstorms in the region occur in the higher 

elevations surrounding the station and give no rainfall at the 

station or else are dry thunderstorms, i.e., no rain reaches 

the ground. 

Snow is infrequent over most of the Basin, and except on 

the mountains is confined to the period from November to April. 

It increases generally to the westward and northwestward, being 

heaviest in the higher elevations of the Trans-Pecos region. 

Fort Davia, Marathon, and Kent 1 Tex. 1 are the only stations 

reporting average annual amounts of snow in excess of six inches, 

although greater depths no doubt occur in the mountain ranges. 

Snowfall in the Basin is generally dissipated quickly by the 

warmth, sunshine, and deaeicating winds of the region. 

Tft.!Perature 

The temperature regime in the Rio Grande Basin is continental 

in character with marked variation between winter and summer 

average temperatures. (See figure 10). June is the hottest 

month in the western area of the Basin,; July and August, the 
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hottest months in the eaet~rn :pal'tion. In the. cent;ral section 

the highest average t~mperat!ll'es are to be .f'o~d during the. montls 

of June, July, ~nd Augu$t 1 with little variation 1n the monthly 

averages a.t ea,ch station d.uring- this period. Pecel:llPer and 

January are the coldest ~nths .tnroughout the :Basin. The summer 

to winter temperature range is emphasized when extremes are 

.considered. Temperatures in excess o:f' 110° are not uncommon, 

especially in the ce11tral :portion of the Ba&in, while subzero 

temperatures have been recorded at many points in the Basin. 

During the summer months altitude exercises a more dominant 

()ont~ol than latitude over temperatures .1n the BaEj;Ln. In winter, 

however 1 a more pronounc.e~ north ... aouth me~, temper~ture gradient 

becomes estab liahed as }he Basin comes under the influence of the 

winter polar air masses .. f:rom tlle north. The mea.n. annua;t. range 

of temperature is mos;t ma,rked in -th~ .northern. port;ion of the 

Ba131n, some stations having ra,ngea of· nearly 40°F .• 

.Sunshine. and cloudiness. .Sunshine data for .. the Rio Grande 

Basin are p,resented in :figlll'e 5.. The. percent of the possible 

aUJ:lShine ranges :from more than Bo at El :J;>aso to lees than 60 near 

Del Rio. The mean annual number of cloudy and. clear days are 

shown in figt1res lla. and ll'Q •. The least. cloudiness, as might be 

expected, occurs over the arid Central Plateau. region and the 

ma;im~m .. cloudiness qver. the. hi$h D1aunt;ains of the western 

Conchas Basin. 

Moisture. Graphs spewing the maximum pbaerved precipitable 

water from the surface to the five-kilometer level at Ma.zatla.n, 
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Mex., and Brownsville and El Paso, Tex., :for the two rainy months 

(in the Basin} of July and. September appear in :figure 12. U'P'per-

air soundinga'for five years'o:f record were used in the comp

ilation of the graphs, and the :;o highest values at each station 

during the month were seJ_ected, representing approximately the 

tOp lo% of"the precipit:~ble·water vall,.es. The abeciAsa of the 

graphs 1.nd1.catos the number of cases in which the maximum precip-

itablo water values equalled or exceed.edthe values slrown by the 

'!'he Gulf of Hexico and the Pacific Ocean are <the principal 

moisture aourcea.:f'or air entering the Basin area as mentioned 

previously. Southvieaterly wind.a transport moist air :from the 

Pacific into the Basin acrose the Sierra Madre Occidental. Moist 

air from the Gul:f of Mexico, is transported into the Basin by 

southeasterly winds, and, in general, must cross the Sierra Madre 

Oriental or the Davis Mountains before entering the Basin. The 

mximum moisture' available at the Pactrtc source..:.region is depicted 

by the Mazatlan precipitable-water curvea,l while the curves for 

Brownsville typify the maximum moisture available from the eastern 

source-region. 

A ~o!r;)arison c'l.n thus be made between the maximum moisture 

cor>t<?rt p't'ef'ent. at the BOU.l'Ce regions with that wh~.ch reaches El 

Paso, a station selected to exemplify the maximum moisture values 

1 . . . 
A. L. Shs.'!'lC:.s, Mean PreCi1]itable Water in the Untted States, 
Weather. Ih .. rceu Tec~nic:al J:>aper No. 10 .(Wash:i.l"Jgtcn, D. c., .1949) 
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to be found in the protected area of the Basin. It may be noted 

that the maximum amounts of precipitable water available in both 

source regions are nearly equivalent. The graphs for El Paso 

illustrate, however, that as the air enters inland and traverses 

the Sierra Madre Occidental or Oriental the effect of.these ranges 

is to deplete sharply the amount of moisture by causing precip

itation on the windward slopes before the air enters the basin 

area. The average amount of depletion, as can be seen from the 

graphs, is nearly an inch of water. 

Evaporation power. A study of evaporation from Lake Conchoe 

(Lago Toronto) 1 Chih. , has been made by Duryea and Ba.ehl. 2 The 

Lake, located in the Basin about 90 miles south of the city of 

Chihuahua, is an artificial reservoir formed by impounding the 

waters of the Rio Conchos. The Lake, about 4300 feet above sea 

level, lies in a region ha.ing a mean temperature of about 67~. 

Duryea and Haehl estimated a value of 55 inches for the yearly 

evaporation deptl1 from the surface of the Lake. Measurements 

taken in circular pans, four feet 1n diameter, at La Boquilla 

Dam 'by the IBWC during the period 1938-1949, show an average 

pan-evaporation depth of 102.29 inches. Other average pan 

measurements of evaporation in the Rio Grande appear 1n IBWC 

Water Bulletin No. 19. In Texas they range from 55.8o inches 

at Weslaco to 120.76 inches at Dryden; in Mexico, from62.83 

inches at MOntemoreloe, N. L., to 112.58 inches at Villaba, Chih. 

~. J. Duryea and H. L. Haehl1 A Study of Annual Evaporation from 
Lake Conchos1 Mexico, (Proceedings ASCE1 September, 1915). 
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STORMS TYPES AND !,I'lii\NSPQSlT!ON LDUTS 

; ''\ ' ' ' 

This chapter deals with the typing of heavy rain situations 

within'the 'iha~ed area shewn :t.n figure 13. The area represents, 

rbughly, the limite 'or tranapoeability of atm.·ms to the Rio Grande 

13aaii1, although certain atoms can occur withinthe delineated li-
. . . .. !· ·. , .... • .,· •' / . -. 

mite (usually near the eastern edge) that may not be transposed into 

the Basin. Generally 1 . the· storms typed have been those ~f the wann-

' 
er half of the year (May through October), since nearly all impor• 

tant flood-producing storms have occurred within this period. 

Storln.s occurring in the Rio Grande Basin· fall into four general 

types: 
. . .. 

Type ! - Frontal Type !!! · Induced trough aloft 

Type !I·- T~oplcal Type ·IV • Stagnant cold plateau trough 
alo.ft 

Many gf tbe very l.argest flood.·produc,iJ;'l.g sto:r'lllf\ ~re composed of 

a compinat:ton of two .. or llJ.Ore. storms of diff.erent types. 1'he. ~ost 

common. combination is, t}le,t, of .. a tropical eto:rm followed or p:re9eded 

by fronta,:I, rain. Synthesized combinations of $tOl:lll type.e anQ. intervals 

of occu~nce. are di~CU!iJeed in Chapter V 1f th+e report. 

The f9ll9W~ng 1e.a,:}.iat .of representative. storms groupe.d accord

ing to type: 

U.S .E. ·Number 

sw 1-6 
OM 3-13. 
sw i-14 

Table.l 

Type I - Frontal 

~ 
Sept~ 26-30, 1904 
July 21-25, 1905 
June 6-12, :t913 

,_--, -:-.-.-·:'.' ': 

Rainfall Center 

Rociada, N. Me:x •.. 
Elk~ N~ Mex. 
~. Uni9n~ N .. Me:x. 



Number. 

GM:4-~1· : 
GM 5-l 

sw 2..:.11 
GM 5-10 

~J 2-18 
GM 5-18 
sw 3-1 

GM 3-22 
GM 5·15B 

sw 2-29 

GM 4·12 
GM 5-16A 

GM 5-20 
GM 5-19 

- 15 .. 

Date 

August 6, 1920 
May 27-29, 1925 
June 30-July 2, 1932 
Sept. 5-101 1932 · -··· 

Apr. 3-4, 1934 
July 19~25, 1938 

Sept. 2 .. 6, 1940 
May 20-251 1941 
Sept. 27-301 1941 
Sept. 3-6, 1944 
July 1-3, 1945 
Oct. 3-6, 1946 
May 9-10, 1947 

Rainfall Center 

02::Raii.c:p. ,··TeX.. . . 
Ea&e"..~Pa'ss.,. Tex. 
Kerriil1e, Tex .• 
Hor.miguero, Chih., 
Muzquiz 1 Coah. 1 Mex. 
Coates Ranch, Tex. 
Cbey~nne; .·Okla .. 
Eldorado. (:nl'); ,Tex_._ . 
Chihuahua, Chih. 1 Mex. 
Hallet, Okla. 
Prairieview, N.Mex. 
Tularosa, N • Mex . 
B. H. Davis Ranch, Tex. 
Kingston Ranch, Tex. 
Pandale, Tex. 
Stone, Tex. 

Type II - Tropical 

June 29, 1913 
Sept. 15-17, 1919 
June 16-17, 1922 
Sept. 19-221 1930 . 
Aug. 31-Sept. 1 1 1942 

Monterrey (nr), 
N .L., Mex. 

Montel1 1 Tex. 
Meek, N. Mex. 
Coahuila (State), Mex. 
Marfa, Tex. 
Rancho Grande, N. Mex. 

Type III - Induced trough aloft 

June 14-15, 1899 
Sept. 9-101 1921 
Aug. 31-8ept .1, 1932 
June 24, 1948 

Ft. Clark, Tex. 
Thrall 1 . Tex. 
Substation No. 14, Tex. 
Wa:rd.law 's Ranch, Tex.· 

Type IV - Stagnant Cold Plateau 
Trough Aloft 

May 31, 1935 
Sept. 20-23, 1941 

D'Hanis, Tex. 
McColleum Ranch, N. Mex. 

Observed Combination Storms 

GM 3-4 June 29-July 1, 1899 Hearne, Tex. 
(Type II followed 1 day la-

ter by Type I) 
Sept. 3-10, 1904 Chihuahua, Chih., Mex. 

(Type I and II concurrent) 
Sept. 17-20, 1917 Chihuahua (State), Mex. 

(Type I and II concurrent) 
,. ; .. ..," .. ,.J-. r ~·· ,. . I; .• 

*Air mass contrast "weak/ bute>4a9be.ric J)att.em sunil~~- t~ ·other Type 
I storms. t¥- " :. ,. -= :n · · 

.._,...,I. \.... 7 
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Aug. 30-Sept. 51 1932 
(Type II followed 3 days l~ter by 
Type I) 

Sept. 14-18, 1936 
(Type II followed 3 days later by 
Type I) 

Rainfall Center 

:Balmorhea, Tex. 

Broome and Roosevelt, 
Tex. 

June 23-26, 1938 Toyahvale, Tex. 
(Type II followed 1 1/2 daYS later by 

Type I) 
Sept. 13-151 1938 

(Type II followed by Type I 
2 days later) 

Aug. 23-28, 1944 
(Type II followed by Type I in 3 

days) 
Sept. 6-7 1 1944 

(Type I followed by Type II 2 days 
later) 

July 1-7, 1945 
(Type I followed 3 days later by 

Tjpe. I) . 

Tzye I - Frontal 

Chihuahua , Chih. , 
Mex. 

:B. Bunton Ranch, Tex., 
Mariposa, Coah., Mex. 

Hormi~ero, Chih., 
Mex. 

Kingston Ranch 
and J. F. Runge 
Ranch, Tex. 

One of the most potent heavy-rain·producing synoptic situa-

t ions that can occur over a:ny part of the Rio Grande Basin is the 

frontal type. Modified polar air lies to the north of the front 

and is over-run by tropical maritime air, usually from the Gulf of 

Mexico, but under some conditions from the Pacific Ocean. 

Strictly frontal storms are rare in the southern part of the 

Rio Conches Basin during the m.iddle of the summer season (July) . 

The :ma.xim.uln frequency of this type of storm is reached in September 

and October. 

Nearly all frontal storms are characterized by a quasi-station-

ary front; and a few, by moving cold fronts or frontal waves. Pro-

bably 1 the mountainous terrain prohibita wave development of the 

type seen in the central United States. The moving system, even 
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when accompanied by a squall line, results in smaller rainfall amounts 

than the quasi-stationary fronts, other things being equal. The orient

ation of the fl'Qnt 111BY .v_ary, ranging, counter-clock'i.rise, between north

west-souteast and north-n')rtheast,-south-southwest (v•ith the cold air 

always north of the front). 

Figure 14a illus.trates the surface synoptic map during a Type I 

storm, that of Ma;y ~94'7 at 3tor.e, Tex. The area of. principal total 

storm rainfall is indicated by shading .. Upper!"air charta are in

cluded. (figures 14b and 14c), showing the approximate. trajectory of 

moist air at the upper levels. (Height lines on upper,level charts 

are labeled in tens .. of feet). 

Type I atonns are not primarily o:;rographic in nature 1 a.l though 

location of the rain center itself may be influenced by topogra:phy. 

Heaviest r{iinfall is likely to occur.on mountain slopes facing east 

and southeast - direction at right. angles to the. low:-level wind. 

Transposition limita.of T;y:pe I atonns. 

Type I storms have been observed in all. parts of the Rio Grande 

Basin and, therefore, may be considered fully transpe>sable. P:).ace :

ment of th~ rainfall cent~r, .however, must be confined to slopes 

with an exposure s~Uar to that of the center of the stonn as it ori

ginally o.ccurred. ,The relative orientation of. the isohyetal patt~rn 

to major topographic barriers. in the transposed location must be . 

similar to that in the observed location. 

'l.'ype II - Tropical atom 

A large number of flood-producing storms are attributable, at 

least in part, to decadent tropical storms coming from. either the 
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Gulf of Mexico or the Pacific Ocean. Approximately one third of the 

storms studied are connected directly or indirectly with decadent 

tropical storms. On crossing the Continental Divide in Mexico, the 

Pacific tropical storms are broken up in the surface layers, but the 

high-level cyclonic circulations can be traced as they cross the 

Divide and move into· the Rio Grande Basin. Tropical storms from the 

Gulf of Mexico usually preserve their identity better, occasionally 

retaining a symmetrical surface circulation even into New Mexico. 

Rainfall amounts over the Basin are smaller in the Pacific storms 

because of the higher mountain barrier to the west, but in combina

tion with :fronts, the resulting stonn. :may be very large. The center 

of the tropical etor.m from the Pacific need not croes the mountain 

barrier to give heavy :rein over the Rio Conchos :Basin. Pacific storms 

deposit most of their rain on the western slopes of the mountains. 

However, if the Rio Conches Basin is filled with oool'air (a front 

lying along the Continental Divide) the ascending moist currents 

from the Pacific can rise further, yielding flood-producing rains 

within the Basin. 

Figure 15 shows a typical decadent stor.m from the Gulf of Mex

ico over the Trans-Pecos with the rainfall center at Meek, N. Mex. 

An ex~ple of a decadent Pacific tropical storm that crossed the 

Divide in Mexico is that of the September 1938 stor.m ~entered at Chi

huahua, Mexico (figure 16). 

Tropical etor.me have been observed to give rain in all parte of 

the Rio Grande Basin, although the Rio Grande Basin above Del Rio, 

including the Rio Conchos, is beyond the limit of destructive winds 



associated with the.se at~ •. A large, quantity of moist air, how-

the decadent .trpp:tca1 sto:r'Ill. ·This moisture is frequently precipitated 

in heav.y.aftemoon.Qhowe;r;-s·. Bu:t':, ·ifl .. a.,:frontal system lies over the :Ba

sin, the combination of ;very mo,iet air plus :f'rontai<activity has pro-

duced great floods in the .:S1o -Co:p,chos ·Basitl,.; ·for example, the floods 

Trans;p,ositior.t 1im:1;b$ of·Ty;pe>tlll stonn:el 

,Tn.e~:trop:lt::ail' sto!I."Jll,fila;y':e:be::·tt'!mep.osed to any: 'portion of the Rio 

Grap.de Basin:,. b.ut proper:. allowancf!r for mo1s.ture d,epl.etion must be made 

for the barrier ov:e:r which the ,moistr a"ir is lifted.; · 

T;v;p(t III • ;tn~u,o¢.d• t~oU@ al.oft 

.It has lor:tB·''been• recognized tbatr :!lla;ny of ·the very: heavy rains in 

in curvature from more anticyclonic upwind to tn.orer:c-ye.J.oni.c. down-

Texe.s storms• Fu.rther st..U~1 has -shown tbat an. aqcom:panying feature 

.to .this. change in. curv:at'!lre .. is f:reqwmtlyran :l:p,9-uced trough aloft. The 

characteristic' ~:~y:p.optio .e:J;.tuat.:ton •O:fLthe.ae .an,OlllfJ;).oue.·storlllS :it? a deep 

now .of . .warm air from the,Gulf of Mexico ·asetoqiate.d.Jwith a $t:t;>ong sub-

Prior to the heavy rain, the air may be :r:a,t~r ~d.rl. ~of't but; very 

moist ne~r the surface. Aloft,, a sha,:ry t.r?tl:s.h 'tl~~~~n two eubt~opi~ 

cal H·igha 1e o'bservect, while .at t:he::·.eU~faoe: .. a o:hange in ,cu:z:vatt~:re from 
,. ,,,. 

anticyclonic to straight or cyclonic isobars over t}le rainfa:l,l. area is 
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chara.cterietic. The ·trough aloft is quite similar to the induced 

or westerly trough in •the subtrop1cs as discussed by Rieh1. 1 

Although the presence of a tropical atom iii the Gulf of 

Mexico contributes to the intensity of the observed atom oV'er 

Texas, the existence of such a tropical disturbance is: not nee-

esaary for the production of heavy rai'n. 

It is probable that orographic lifting aids in the re· 

lease of instability and, w~tM.n .l:!Jr4~t.$/.tna1 influence the lo-

cation of the rainfall center.· However, in one of the storms stud

ied (Thrall, T'ex.:, Sept.· 9 .. 10, 1921) the rainfall' center was lo.:. 

cated on the Plains at an elevation of· 563 feet. 

Wardlaw's Ranch, Tex., storm of .tune 24, 19'+8; haf:> been Chef-

sen to :t'epresent ·the group 'because of the relatively large amount 

of uppe!' level ··o.ata ., Certain suirfaoe ~:~yuoptic characteristics are 

noted, however, so as to permit typing of older stoma with limit-

Prior to the very heavy rain at Wardlaw's Ranch early on 

· the morning of· the 24th ·no fronts ;had· passed· through the area for 

ten days. A steady south:-aoutheasterly flow of moist air was well 

established east· of the 'Preaidio""Lubbock line., To the west of 

thiS line, continental tropical. air prevailed. At the 700-mb 

level (about 10,000 feet) 8.' s'ingle' large subtropical high cell was 

predominant ( f:t~re lfb h · 

1Riehl, H. 1 Waves :1n the Easterlies and the Polar Front in the 
Tropics, Institute of Meteorology Miscellaneous Report No. 161 Univ. 
of Chicago, 1945. 
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A few days before the :rain period, a po+ar trough· appeared 

over the northwestern United States. A vigorous wave developed 

on the attendant cold front about 36 hours preceding the Texas 
... 

storm. The wave d:evelopment took place to the north of Texas, 

and moved north-northeastward. A strengthening of the upper west-

erly flow accompanied the wave development, and at the same time a 

split was observed in the subtropical high cell to the south. 

The split, or induced trough, traveled eastward on the 23rd (fig

ure l7c), becoming stationary along the Abilene -Del Rio -Muzquiz 

line on the evening of the 23rd (figure 17d). 

The trough remained over the Del Rio area for about 18 hours 

and then moved slowly westward. The surface map a few hours prior 

to the heavy rain (figUre 17a) shows a stationary front oriented 

northeast -southwest to the south of Amarillo. This approximate 

position of the surface polar front is quite characteristic of the 

ind.uced trough type of storm, representing the southern limit of 

the westerly winds aloft_. The surface pressure in .the vicinity 

of the storm tend~ to become lower when the induced trough moves 

overhead, and isobars become cyclonic or straight rather than anti-

cyclonic. 

Convective activity ~xtended about. 200 miles to the east of 

the induced trough line, but the greatest intensity was observed 

within a few miles east of the line~ Normally :the induced trough 

moves eastward at about 10 to 15 mph and produces nominal point-

rainfall amounts, but when it becomes quasi-stationary, very heavy 

local rains are possible. 
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Transposition .limits of TyPe III storms 

As pointed out pl~viously, areas of upslope are favored places 

for the location of heaviest rain, althoughzupslope itself is not a 

sufficient condition for the generatinn of the heavy rain. On the 

other hand, none of the four storms studied was observed to center 

on a downslope. With this in mind, a study of the orography to the 

south of the :Rio Grande :Basin was undertaken, The problem was to 

find the western limit of upslope wind using the inflow wind di

rection in the observed storms. A value of 160° was obtained for 

the wind direction at the 700-mb level over the storm area at the 

time of the heavy rain. Identical directions occurred in the 1948 

and 1932 storms (those which occurred farthest west among the 

storms for which upper air data were available). The effect of 

orography, therefore, is to limit transposition of storms of this 

type in the maximum possible case to the Devils River and lower 

Pecos :Basins. A line extending, approximately, from Wink to 

Dryden, Tex., was found to delineate the western limit .of upslope 

winds from the mountains south of the :Rio Grande. For hYdrologic 

trials rotation of the isohYetal pattern to a maximum of 20° in 

either direction is allowable. 

Type IV ..:. Sta.gp.!¥lt, cold, plateau trou@ aloft 

Type IV storms, associated with pronounced cold, slowly mov

ing, polar troughs aloft over the plateau region are not so numer

ous in the Rio Grande Basin as are other types of storms. 

The McColleum Ranch storm of September 1941 is the most ex-

. tensive atom of this type. Inflow winds approached record veloci

ties, and temperatures aloft to the northwest of the storm area 
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reached :record lows for the date. The deep cold. trough caused un

ueual.l;r moist and w~ air, advancingfrom the Gulf ~f Mexico in 

the' lower la;rers and from the Gulf of California at upperlevels, 

to enveloPe the Rio Grande Basin.··· A hurricane was situated near 

the sotithern tip of Lower cB:J.i:forn1a1 while another tropical storm 

was centered ~ff th~ Yucatan penimniia in the Gulf of Mexico'. The 

p:ree~nde of the Pacific hurricane· produced a sharp anticyclonic 

fid~ ~loft over the riC>:rtliwestern poft'16n of Mexico. See f::isure 

i8b. The'moist air, when {t left this ;:l.d~e, encounter~d a s.f:rong 

eouth-e01itneast'erly cur~nt over western Texas and eastern New 

M~x'ico. 'if:b.e Texas current wae part of the circUlation about 'a 

strong sU.btropic~l High aloft ov~~ the eastern part of the United 

States. Ev-idence of conver&:~nce was observed in coDl'l~ct:ton with 

t:he confluence of the two ~uf~hta over eastern New'Mexico. Oro-

graphy coittributed to the' 1nterisit;r and the placem~i-it· of the rain

fai:Cc~ht~·r on the GuadaJ.ti:Pk' Mountains in the McColie~ Nanch 

:~tJ'rin. ~F:i~~es i&: ati<l I8b shc>W tlle stitraoe and th~ ii, ,ooo-:f't. 
' ' '~" ". :· "' ! 

¢ha.i1',~ at ther i:tfu~ of'th.~ f:trst bhrat of rain. Approximate t!'a-

jeOtor:iE:i~ of the 1n6iat' air ~re B.lso shown.· 
+-:-·':- :~'-<i_ T~"· :· ->- :<---> -:_ :·:- ._-;- ~- -_-_, --.,·:- \ r L . _____ :· ___ _ _ --·:-< · 

Trans:P(?sit ion 1 :lnilt s of 'Tlj!e IV storms 

T~'Iv.sto:rlns'niS.y'b~'trartsposed to any porlion &:f'thEi.~:l.o 

G!tande ~sin unael:- ccmafde~tioh in this studY; hoWever, th~ ~in

fall 'Ce:riter' of the McCofl.eu1Il :RaricK ~tor:tn should be placed iii areas 

of ~sim11S.j;. alt1itude and mountain range ;brientation. 



Chapter IV 

STORM HISTORY 

In this chapter, the location and a brief description of 

critical storms which have occurred in the Basin will be given 

along with preliminary depth-duration-area (DDA) curves wherever 

practicable. Figures 19 to 21 show thE" locations of the major 

Rio Grande storms discussed in the text along with the.isohyet 

bounding the principal r&in areas in e.ach storm. It has not been 

feasible to construct mapa and DDA curves in all cases b.ecause of 

the sparseness of the rain gage networks and the lack of a e.uitable 

time-breakdown of rainfall. Examples are the storms of Sept. 

17-20, 1917 1 and June 16-17, 1922, over Me:x;ico and the Fott .Clark 

storm of June 14-151 1899, over the Devils River Basi~. ~. 

Type I stbrJil! 

Ju!,y l-3 2 1945. Type I sto:rma in the Rio Grande .Basin are 

frontal storms, the front usually being quasi~stationary in nature, 
. . ·.' . . , 

with tropical air overrunning the frontal, surface. A,,cha.ract,. 

et"iStic Typ~ I storm occurred in the Basin during the period of\July 

l-3, 1~45. The area covered by this storm consisted of most. of 

the Pecos and Upper Rio Grande. drainage basins . The main Jsoh;retal 

center was located at Kingston Ranch, along the east slop~e of the 

Davie Mountains. In addition, two other .centers occurred in the 

Conchae Basin; one at Rorm!guero and the other at San Antonio, 

Chih. In this storm, the mountain Slopes appeared to play a :major 

part in intensifying and distributing .the rainfall. This. is 

generally the case in Type I storms in the Basin, where the major 

center•~ are ordinarily oriented parallel to the mountain slopes 
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and tend to form along the Davis Mountains in western Texaa·and 

just -east of the Sierra Madre Occidental in Mexico. DDA curves 
' • I • • 

:f'or.t:be. July 1945 storm are a:bown in figure 22a.,- with average 

de:pt~,of ra+nfall on a linear e.cale plotted. against area ae a 

Joga~:L;thmic coor.d.inate. 

~11Y· 27-29, .. 1925. J\nother 1mport:ant;erl:i0rm;of this t;Ype was 

,tJ:J,~~c·;Of' r1aY 27,.29, 1925· The etorm was centered·at.Eaglec:Pass, 

Tex., which received 11.2 inches of rain- in·60.·hOU:rs·. Although . . . . . . . 

. tJ1:tE3. storm caused. the fiftl':t ~seat peak .d~:~o~az'f!e on ~be Devils 

~;l,ver, .much of the rain :f;ell outside t.he ·oonfirtes of that Basin. 

DDA. Purves for_ this s:torm .h.ave b:een reproduced in Figure 22b. 

Aug.·. 6, 1920~ A re~kable a:ma,l11-area. and short-duration 

Type I stoz:m occurred on Aug •. 6, 1920, l'l;hen :7.80 inches of rain 

~e~l at the 02 R~ch in a,,five~and-.one-balf-hour period. The 

... rainfall, aggo:r;odi:ng to the 9bserver at the Ranch, was mainly 

conf+ned to .. an area of approxi~telY 60 ;square· miles • ;;_ -,,. ~. : . . ' - ·. . . ,. . . . . . . . .,. . ' 

. ()(lcurre<l, in the .Basin on May. 9-101 1947 •..... Th±ill. ·storm was centered 
·_,_ . > •. , . . ~ -- . . • -. -- .· • 

\, ,_ .. 

storm :feJ,.l during the 36-hour per:iod,.fQllowing 6 a.m. of the 9th. 
; ' ' ',:, i > . '' ' ' . " ' 

DDA Ptn:"Ve.s pertinent. to the. stol:"lll< :f'or that portion of the rain 

which fell in the Basin west of the 103d· ·meridian ar&<reproduced 

in,l!'if3~e;~2c. 

Ju:t,y 19-2?1 1938:, ..•. A notable large•area storm of tllis t;ype 

occurred; ove~ tbe Ri9,Grande Basin during •cJ!ul;y 19-25, 1938. ·~he 

isqhyetf3,:L.Jl!S-P .. :f'or this. stor-m period showed: three rainfall centers 

lying within the Basin limits. The main storm center lay along 
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the eastern border of the Devils River Basin near Eldorado, Tex. 

Secondary centers occurred over the Conchoa Basin near Chihuahua 

. and to the north and east of the Big Bend country, from Ft. 

Stockton and Marfa southeastward to Palest ina Camp. The 

orientation of the rainfall centers in this storm showed a definite 

tendency to lie parallel to the mountain ranges. DDA curves for 

the storm are shown in figure 23 1 representing the rainfall over 

all of the Rio Grande Basin except the Rio Conohos. 

Oct. 3-6, 1946. .Another important storm of this type was 

that of Oct. 3~6, 1946, which caused an increase of daily average 

flow at the Pecos River Station from 238 c.f.s. on October 5 to 

28,100 c.f .a. on the 6th, with a peak flow of 65,000 c.f .s. being 

registered on the 6th. The major center of the storm was located 

at Panda.le, Tex., and secondary centers occurred at A. L. Baugh 

Ranch, Tex., and Rosetilla, Ohih. Thunderstorm activity occurred 

with the frontal passage and a rainfall of 9.25 inches was 

measured at Pandale during the period from the afternoon of the 

5th to the morning of the 6th. This amount, so far as is known, 

is the largest 24-hour total ever recorded for any station in the 

Basin above Del Rio during the month of October. Rains totaling 

more than ten inches also fell in many parte of the Panhandle area 

during the storm period. 

Sept. 2-10, 1932. The most noteworthy Type I storm to occur 

in the Rio Conchos Basin was that of Sept~ 5~10, 1932, during which 

period a total of 10.47 inches fell at Bormiguero, Chili. 'In 

addition to the Hormiguero center 1 there was a aecond.S.ry rainfall 

.. 
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center of 5 inches at Coates Ranch, Tex. The storm :r<esulted in 
. . 

a peak flow of 133,000 c.f.s. on September 12 at Lower Presidio, 

Tex., the fourth greatest discharge ever measured at that station. 

Sept. ;2..:6, 1244. The Type I storm sometimes consists of the . 

passage of a slowly-moving cold front across the Basin. Such 

storms may be preceded by a squall line 1 as was the case in the 

Sept. 3-6, lg4tf storm. · 'The rainfall center for the storm was at 

B. H. Davie Ranch, Tex. The rainfall pattern for the storm is 

similar to those of the other Type I storms with the major rain-

fall center in the Davis Mountains and oriented parallel to the 

mountain slopes. In figure 248. my be seen the DDA curves for the 

B. H. Davia storm. 

!,ype ;n storms 

Sept. 19-22! 19?6. >TyPe II storms consist of tropical storms 

~.jhich have entered the Ba~in either ·from the Pacific or the Gulf 

of Mexico. Many of these stortns disappear at the surface after 

entering the coast and their future movements can only be traced 

aloft. Such a storm was that of Sept. 19-22, 1936 centered at 

Marfa, Tex. 'I'his tropical storm originated in the Carribean and 

moved aloft in a westerly direction across the Basin as shown by 

the upper-air winds. DDA curves for this Type II storm are depicted 

in figure 24b. 

June 16-17, 19?2. Another Type II storm to occur in the Basin 

was that of June 16-17 1 1922, in the State of Coahuila, Mexico. 

This storm resulted in the greatest peak discharge of record at 

Langtry, Tex., 2o4,ooo c.f.s. on June 18, 1922. As in the case of 
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the preceding storm., th.e tropical storm w.hich caused these heavy 

rains also had its origin in the Carribean. The storm entered the 

coast near Tampico. on June 15, and moved across Mexico. in a north

northeasterly direction.. Although it is rather difficult to be 

certain because.C>f the sparf."e meteorological network existing at this 

time, it would. seem that the. storm "rained out" in the mountains to 

the southwest of Langtry. Most of' the. discharge into the Rio 

Grande, therefore, was proba,bl.y. from the Arroyo del Cibolo and nearby 

streams. 

T,ype III storms 

Aus. 3l..Se:pt. 1, .1932. The Type .III storm, associated with an 

induced trough aloft, has been responsible :for some of the. most 

intense rains over the Devils River and Pecos drainage basins. The 

Aug. 3l..Sept. 1, 1932 !i'torm, which was of .thia type, caused floods 

of unprecedented magnitude on the Lower Rio Grande. .The floods .on 

the Devils and Pecos Rivers during tb;f.e periQd. were the greatest of 

record. On September 1, a peak discharge.~ 116,000 c.f.s. was 

measured at the Pecos River Station,, and on the same d.s.te 1 .a discharge 

of 597,000 c.f .e. was .noted near the .~uth of the Devils River.· T,he 

two readings represent . the gr"eatest diaoharges ever to be recorded · 

on these rivers. 

The center of this storm was located at Substation No. 14 near 

Sonora 1 Tex.. Here 7. 66 inches of rain was measured on August 31 and 

6.o8 the next day, establishing new 24-hour and 48-hour precipitation 

records for the .. station. DDA curves for this storm for the area 
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encompassed by the Devils RiverQand Lower Pecos Basins are shown in 

figure 2;. 

June 2~, 19~8. Another memorable T,n>e III storm was that of 

June 24, 1948. The principal c.enter of this. storm .occurred at 

Wardlaw 'a Ranch, which received a total of 28 inches in less than 

2~ hours. As was the case in the Aug •. 31-Sept. 11 1932 storm, the 

orientat19n of the storm, isohyetal pattern was north-south. A 

diaoharaE!. of ~75, 000 c. f. s. was measured on the Rio Grande at De 1 

Rio June 24. The pea~ discharge at the Devi~s River Station was 

476,000 c.f.e., a record second onlY to that of the 1932 storm~ 

However, 1f the June 1948 storm (figures 17a-d) had occurred about 

40 miles further to the north·•orthweet with th~ same orientation, 

the. amount of rain falling over the Devils River Basin would have 

been roughly doubled. Computations made b;r the IBWC have shown that 

1f such had been the oaee1 the Dev.1ls River would have reached a 

stage of approx1mate1Jr .. 50 .~eet 1 or 9 feet abov.e .. the ~!mum stage 

of September 1932. DDA curves for the 1948 storm are shown 1n ' 

figure.26. 

June 14-15, 1899. The copious rainfall of June 13-15, .1899 

was also produced by a Typ~ lil storm. Ei~teen inches of rain fell 

at Ft. Clark, Tex. 1 in a p~riod of 21~ hours during the 14th-15th. 

The storm te .. estimated to. ~v:e caused a. peak discharge of between 

300,000 and 3251 000 c.f.s. cm.the Devils River. This estimated 

discharge, is surpassed onlY by the measured discharges in the 1932 

and 1948 storms. Because of the sparsity of rainfall reporting 
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stations in tbe Basin in 1899, no DDA curves are presented for the 

storm. 

T;v:;ee IV storms 

Sep:t. 20·2,, 1941. The Type IV etorm is aseociated ·With a 

stagnant, cold, plateau trough aloft and is best illustrated by the 
I ' 

Sept. 20-23, 1941 storm (figures l.& and 18b). Although the storm 

center was at Dave McColleum Raneb, N. Mex., coneiderabl; rain fell 

over the upper Basin. In tact, most of ~he stations 1n this portion 

of the Basin received their maximuln 24·hour amounts·or record during 

the period of this storm.· DDA curves fqr the portion of the storm 

rainfall which fell in the Basin will be found in figure 24c. 

Combinations of storm tyPes 

~ept~ ~-101 1904 and Sept. 17-20~. 1217. Ae has been pointed 

out previously 1 many of· the large :f'lood,;.produc1ng rains result from 

etorme which are composed of two or more storm types. 

The storms of Sept. 3-101 19<'4 and Sept. 17..;20, 1917, were 

quite similar, meteorologically. Each resulted :f'rom a tropical 

etorm from the Pacific.acting in conjunction with a quasi-stationary 

front, (a combination of Types I and II). In addition, both storms' 

caused severe flooding in the Rio Conchae. It has been calculated 

by the IBWO that the September 19i7 flood produced the third 

highest flood on the Conchae, being exceeded only by the storms of 

1829 and. 1868, while the 1904 storm rankS fourth. Aocordirig to 

IBWC Water Bulletin No. 8, the 1917 and l9o4 etorme would produce 

the twp greatest discharges of recprd.on the Bio Grande at Lower 

Presidio, assuming neither Boquilla 'flor Elephant Butte Dam was built. 
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Aug. 30-Sept. 5, 1932. This storm combination consisted of a 

Type II storm followed 3 days later by Type I. The storm period 

was initiated by a strong current of moist, convectively unstable 

tropical air which flowed around a decadent Pacific tropical storm 

in northern Mexico and was forced up the slopes of the Davia MOunt

ains. On September 1, a different regime came into being with the 

entrance into the region of a quasi-stationary front. The upper

basin rainfall, coupled with the induced trough rainfall which 

occurred in the Lower Pecos during this period, resulted in the 

unprecedented floods on the Pecos which were discussed earlier in 

this chapter under the Type III heading. DDA curves for that 

portion of the rainfall which fell in the Upper Pecos have been 

prepared and may be found in figure 27a. 

June 23-26, 1938. The Toyahvale, Tex., storm of June 23-26, 

1938, is closely akin to the Upper Pecos storm of Aug. 30-Sept. 51 

1932. The June 1938 storm also consisted of a Pacific tropical 

storm followed by a Type I storm one and a half days later, however, 

in this case. Also, the rainfall centers in both storms occurred 

within a few miles of one another. In figure 27b will be found the 

DDA curves for the June 1938 storm. 

Sept. 13-15, 1938. The storm of Sept. 13-15, 1938, (figure 16), 

consisted of a tropical storm followed two to three days later by 

passage of a cold front through the Basin, the tropical storm being 

of Pacific origin. The isohyetal map for the storm showed two 

rainfall centers; the main center, which was oriented north-south, 

occurred at Chihuahua. In addition, there was a secondary center at 

Big Bend State Park, Tex. 
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Aup;. 23-28, 1944. The storm of Aug. 23-28, 1944, like the 

preceding storm of September 19381 consisted of a ~ropical storm 

followed by a cold front. The tropical storm associated with the 

1944 storm entered the Basin from the Gulf of Me:x:ico. The iaohyetal 

pattern of this storm also lay in a north-south direction with .the 

center at the Bill Bunton Ranch, Tex. Another cer)ter lay outside 

the confines of the Ba~in at Mariposa, Coah. DDA c;,urves for the 

Bunton Ranch. center are reproduced in figure 27c. 

Sept. 6-7, 1941!.. The storm of Sept. 6-7, 1944, at Bormiguero, 

Chih., is the converse of the September 1938 and August 1944 storms 

which have Just been discussed. The combination consisted of a 

Type I followed by a Type II. Passage of the cold front involved 

was mentioned previously under TlPe I in the descr1p~1on of the. 

B. H. Davis Ranch storm of Sept. 3.-91 1944. The tropical storm came 

from the Gulf of Mexico. 
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Chapter V 

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE STOBMS AND CRITICAL SEQUENCES 

The derivation of the design storm for a particular basin con

sists of two steps: (l) derivation of the maxtmum possible preci

pitation (MPP) values for the general region of "rhich the basin is 

a part, and (2) adaptation of the observed time-areal distribution 

of precipitation in observed stonns to the MPP values, the hydrolo

gic characteristics of the basin, and meteorologically reasonable 

critical sequences. Since step (2) involves both meteorological · 

and hydrologic judgment, the final adaptation is usually made by 

hydrologic engineers after the Hydrometeorologioal Section has sug

gested certain patterns fo:r· trials. 

Derivation of MPP curves 

The MPP curves for the Rio Grande Basin are determined by a 

process of storm .transposition and moisture ad.justment. They a.re 

the smoothed envelopments of DDA values from all storms that can be 

transposed. to the basin, adjusted for the ~imum moisture that has 

been observed in the basin. The curves thus represent limiting 

values for many storms. 

Transposition is the moving of rainfall values from the places 

in which they occurred to the· general area of the basin, the values 

being raised or lowered according to differences in moisture in the 

two regions. Transposition assumes that the location of major . · 

storms is fortuitous within certain geographical limits. In ef

fect, it increases the storm experience of the region. 
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Decision as to what storms are transposed to the basin is 

based on meteorological experience. Storms are typed ets to their 

meteorological characteristics and, in general, a storm of large 

precipitation.volume of a certain type is transposed to any basin 

in which storms of the same type have occurred even though of 

smaller precipitation volume. An exception is mad.e to this 

general rule in cases where some topographic feature is import

ant as a storm moves from sea to land or in the forced lifting 

of winds in a storm by a steep orographic barrier. In these cases 

transposition is limited to regions similar with respect to these 

important topographic features, 

The moisture adjustment factor is obtained by lliillt iplying · 

the observed rainfall values by the ratio of the maximum possible · 

effective precipitable water in the basin to the e:ff~ctive preci

pitable water in the storm. .If there is a topographic barrier 

between~ the moisture source and the basin, the maximum effective 

precipitable water in the basin is limited by the amount that 

can pass over the barrier. 

Further details on transposition and moisture adjustment to

gether with a discussion of the basic assumptions involved, may 

be found in Hydrometeorologioal Report No. 23, Generalized Esti

mates of Maximum Possible Precipitation, 

Fitting of a time-areal pattern 

The I'-1PP curves for the Rio Grande Basin do not necessarily 

define, within one storm, the areal d.:i.stribution for a selected 
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duration nor the time distribution for a selected area within the 

Basin. Over small basins within the generaL area the storm pro

ducing critical values will not necessarily be the eame storm as 

that producing critical values .over a large basip., Similarly, 

different storms will control for different durations over the 

same bas_in. The longer axis of the .basin may be oriented in a di~ 

rection that is impossible for the orienta.tion of the longer axis 

of an isohyetal pattern; so that a basin'!"eha:p,e factor is necessary 

to reduce the rainfall values. Topography may determine the loca

tion of the major isobyetal cen·ters withit;l t~e basin. 

For such reasons, the Section makes reconnnendations regard

ing the patterns that· rtJB:1 realiatical.ly be applied to a. basin. 

These are given in one of two forme: ( 1) 0~ or more of the trans

posed atoms may provide a suitable pattern or patterns . Such a 

choice applies especially whE:m 'both the basin and the region of the 

observed stonn are level or w-henboth are topographically E!imilar. 

The isohyetal. values are .. determ.ined by the moisture adjustment 

described above. A limitation is pla,ced on the rotation of' the 

isohyetal pattern. (2) A storm actually ocCUrring in the basin 

may be selected as a pattern. The adjustment to be applied .to. the 

isobyetal values :La .determined by either .of the following two 

methode of which the first is more accumte: 

(a) '!'he. observed .DDA. curves. ~d. the maxumurn pos

sible DDA curves . (MPP) are drawn on separete sheets 

of transparent log-log paper. The observed curves 

are superimposed on the max:t.mum curves and shifted 
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to the right until they meet at same point or 

along some see+nent of the curves. The ratio of 

the maxtmum to the observed rainfall value at 

that point or segment will be the adjustment fac~ 

tor applicable to all the observed data, Its use 

will increase the observed values to the maxtmwm 

possible for at least one area and duration but 

will ensure that the maximum possible values are 

nowhere exceeded. 

(b) The percentafl)!! ratios of the maximum possible 

to the observed storm data are computed for a ee

lected set of area-duration combinations, e.g., 

those of Form S-2. The smallest of these ratios 

is the approximate equivalent of the adjustment 

obtained in procedure (a). 

Either procedure, then, entails preparation of incremental 

iaohyetal maps or their equivalent (the observed precipitation 

values being adjusted by one of the two ratios) and replanimet

ering on the total-storm map the areas not bounded by closed iso

hyets within the basin.·· A basin-aha~ factor. is thus implicitly 

introduced, its value being dependent on storms that have actually 

been observed over the basin or that are believed transposable to 

the basin. The factor will be less than 1.0 if the orientation 

of the basin is much different from the orientation of major storms 

in the region, or if storms observed in the basin have isohyetal 

patterns that are of much different shape from those usual for 
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major storms in the region. 

Resul tf! for the Rio Onmd¢ :Basin above the Diablo ·-Dam site . 
below Nichols Dam site, 25,470 ·square miles · · • · • "" 

The final D!.lA values ;for t.he. Rio (}:re.nde. :Basin above the 

Diablo Dam site are sh~ in figure 28~ The controlling storms, 

Each of the controlling etor.ms may be used for hydrologic trial 

in order tq obtain patterns in ttme and space for the MPP over the 

:Basin. Placement. within the :Basin. should be confined to slopes 

open to the Gulf of Me~ico. The patterns for .GM 4-21, SW 2-18, 

GM 5-l, SW 2;,.20, .GM ?-7, and GM 5:-10 should, therefore, be center

ed over the gently sloping plateau arE]!a east of the Davis Mountains 

and. Sierra Madre Oriental_, and the maJor axle of the isohyetal pat

tern should not be rotated more than 20 degrees in either direction. 

Placement of the center of GM 4-12 must be restricted to a position 

east of the extension of the Wink-Dryden line, and the major axis 

of the iaohyetal pattern should not be rotated more than 20 degrees 
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in either direction. 

The Rio Grande Basin above Nichols Dam site, below Fort Quitman, 
18,159 s9:. mi. ·. 

The final ~ values obtained for the 181159 square miles 

above the Nichols Dam site are shown in figure 29. The ee values 

are controlled by the following storms : 

Table 3 

u.s.E. Adjustment 
~ Number Date Center Ratio -

I OM 4-21 May 27-29, 1925 Eagle Pas a, Te:x:. 1.15 

I sw 2-18 Sept. 2-6, 1940 Ballet, Okla. 1.10 

I GM 5-l June 30-July 2, 1932 Kerrv1lle 1 Te:x:. 0.84 

II+I GM 5-7 Sept. 14-18, 1936 :Broome, Te:x:. 0.93 

I GM 5-10 July 19-25, 1938 Eldorado { nr) 1 Te:x:. 0.92 

I sw 2-11 April 3-4, 1934 Cheyenne, Okla.. 1 .. 13 

I sw 2-20 May 6-u~, 1943 Warner, Okla. 0.94 

Although it 1e felt that the rainfall values for the above 

atoms are transposable to the Basin, it is doubtful that the iso

hyetal patterns of the controlling stonna transposed to this Basin 

would give realistic areal diat:r·ibut:lon because of the :Be.sin topo-

graphy. It is recommended that the iaohyetal pe,ttema of the fol-

lowing storms which have occurred over the :Basin be used to obtain 

patterns of the distribution in time and space for the maximum 

possible precipitation over the entire Basin, or a selected 

portion of it. 
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!!'able 4 

Center 

July 1-31 1945 ~. H. Davis Ranch, Tex. 

June 23~26, 1938 Big ~nd State Park, Tex. 

.·July 19 .. 25, 1938 Marfa; Tex. 

2:86 

2.97 

·3.84 

Pren.m.inary Part rr•s for these storm.s are being forwarded. 

under separate cover to the IBWC. T~e distribution in time .and 

space ie determined by applying the adjustment factor given in Table 

4 to the DDA values from the pattern storms 1 in the manner described 
., 

under {a) on page 35 .. 

Rip Conchos Basin above Presidio, 24,741 sq. mi. 

The final DDA values obtained for this Basin are shown Tri fig

ure 30~ The values are controlled by the following storms: 

Table 5 
U.S.E. Adjustment 
Number ~ Center Ratio 

J 

GM 4-21 May 27-291 1925 Eagle Pass, Tex. 0.97 

SW 2-18 Sept. 2-6, 1940 Ballet, Okla.. o. 97 I 

I June 30..July 21 1932 Kerrville, Tex. 0.75 

o;83 

0.79 

II+! 

I 

n 

I 

r 

GM 5-7 Sept. 14-18, i936 

sw 2-20 May 6-12, 1943 
:! 

OM 5-15b Sept. 15-17, 1919 

GM 5-10 July 19-251 1938 

sw 2-11 Apr. 3-4, 1934 

Broome 1 Te:X:. 

t'larner, Okla. 

Meek, N. Mex. 

Eldorado (nr), Tex. 

Cheyenne,.· Okla.. 

1.23 

The use of controlling storm patterns in the Conches Basin is not 

recommended because of the orographic 1n:rluences. The Hydrometeoro-
' ,- ' ' 

logical Section suggests the use of atom patterns which have 

occurred in the Basin, adjusted by the method described in (a) on 

: ~ .. . .. , .. 
•• 1.~ 
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. .· .. 
page 35· A prelimine.ey Part II for the stbnn df Aug. 25 to Sept. 

10, 1932, is being forwarded under separate co~er. 

Rio Grande Basin above ZaP!ta and below~iablo Dam sitet 12 1250. 
eg.. mi. ·· · . · . 

The maximum possible Dn\ curves for the Rio Grande Basin above 

Z.apa.ta and below · the Diablo· Dam site are eho;.;n in figure 31. 

The controlling· stonns and their maximum allowable adjustments are : 

u.s.E. 
Number 

OM 4-12 

GM 3-4 

GM 4-21 

Table 6 

Date 

Sept. 8-101 1921 

June 27-Jul;y 1, 1879 

May 27-29, 1925 

Adjustment 
Center Ratio 

Thrall, Tex. . 1.05 

Hearne, Tex. 1.16 

Eagle Pass, Tex. 1.48 

The controlling sto:nn patterns are recommended in order to 

obtain time-areal. distribution of the rainfall. Placement of the 

center of the ThraJ..l, Tex., storm (GM 4-12) within the :Basin 

should be restricted to a position east of the Wink-Dryden line ex

tended, The center of the lleame, Tex., storm (GM 3-4) shouldnot 

be moved farther inland from the coast than it occurred. The 

Eagle Pass, Tex., storm (GM 4-21) ma1 be placed anywhere within the 

Basin. The iaohyetal patterns may be rotated not more than 20° 

in either direction. 

Critical ,storm seca,uencea 

The H7drameteorological Section has investigated historical 

sequences of weather occurrences 1n and near the Rio Grande Basin in 

order to determine rea.sonable combinations of amounts and timing 

of flood-producing storms over contributing r:Jtreama. ~he critical 
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sequences were obtained by a synthesis of observed events and 

meteorological reasoning. . In same cases observed sequences have 

been mainta.ined, with a.pp:ropr1a1:;ely adjusted storm values. inserted 

at critical .times in the sequence. In other cases, hypothetical 

sequence-a have been aynthes~zed using stoma ~d stor-m sequences 

which have been observed beyond the, limits of the Basin, but. which 

can 1 meteorologically speaking, occur over the Basin. The mini-

mum time intervale allowed between storm occurrences in the aynthe- · . . 

sized sequences were baaed upon observed major storms in the vi-

c1nity of the Basin. The time interval is based on the length of 

time between maximum 24 -hour periods of rainfall in the storms. 

A. 

1. Any Type II. eto:nn may be transposed without moisture ad

justment to the Pecos area, followed at any time by any controlling 

eto:rm immediately above Diablo site adjusted; and transposetl, This 

sequence of events i.s based upon the ob.served sequence during the 

storm period of Aug. 29-Be:pt . 5, 1932. 

2. Any Type I storm may, be transposed to the. Pecos area without 

moisture adjustment, followed three days later by any controlling 

etor.m critically located above Diablo Dam site adjusted and trans· 

posed. This sequence is baaed upon the storm period of July 1-71 

19451 during which a cold front produced heavy rain, stagnated, 

and was reinforced by a new polar surge three days later. The 

second surge . could also have prod.uced a ,Type III storm. 

3. Any Type IV storm may be transposed to the Pecos area with-

out moisture adjustment, followed a,t any time by any controlling 
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storm critically located above Diablo Dam site adjusted and trans

posed. Although. no major stoma establish preced.ent. for this se-

quence, such a sequence is meteorologically reasonable. 

:Barrier reduct ions to be applied. to Type I and II storms when. 

transposed to the Upper Pecos area. follow: 

Table 7 

Type I 

U.S .E. Number Date -
SYl 1-6 Sept. 26-30, 1904 

OM 3·13 July 21-25, 1905 

SW 1-14 June 6-12, 1913 

GM 4-21 May 27•29, 1925 

Cente:r 

:Rociada.1 N. Mex. 

Elk, N. Mex. 

Ft. Union, N.Mex • 
. . 

Eagle Pass, Tex. 

June 30-July 2, 1932 Kerrville, 'rex. 

sw 2-11 

GM 5-10 

SW2-18 

OM 5*18 

sw 3-1 

April 3-4, 1934 

July 19-25, 1938 

Sept' 2-6, 1940 

MaY 20·25, 1941 

Sept. 27-30, 1941 

Cheyenne, Okla. 

Eldorado (nr), T-ax. 

Hallet, Okla. 

Prair1eview, N. Mex. 

Tularosa., N. Mex. 

Type II 

GM 5-15b Sept. 15-17, 1919 Meek, N. Mex. 

·· .Reduction 
Ratio 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

0.84 

0.{6 

0.88 

0.81 

0.84 

0.92 

1.00 

1.00 

sw 2-29 Aug. 31-Sept • 1, 1942 Rancho Grande, N. Mex. 1.00 

B. Above Nichols Dam site excludins the Rio Grande above Elephant 
Butte · · · · · · · · H ' u • * · ~· · -
In the absence of an· extended stoun history over the Rio 

Conchos, it is recommended that for a critical sequence the maximum 

possible precipitation over the Conchos, distributed in accordance 
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with the pattern of the storm of Aug. 26 - Sept. 8, 1932, as 

shown in Special Flood Report of the IBWC, be followed in not 

less than three days b,- an,- of the adjusted· storms critical~y 

placed above Nichols lam site. DU.r:tng the period of Sept. 3-7, 

1921, a qufl.s:f:..atationacy front remained over the Conches :Basin, 

producing moderate amounts of rainfall. This was followed by the 

Thrall storm of Sept; 9-10, 1921. 

C. Entire Rio Grande :Be.s1n above Diablo Dam site 

In accordance with the verbal request of the rep~aente.tive 

of the IBWC 1 the meteorOlogical feasibility of peak flows above 

Elephent Butte and. Red Bluff Dams in connection with downstream 

peak storms was investigated. For the Pecos Rive~ it is meteoro

logically possible to have 'SUCh flows as thoSe which oCCUrred in 

May 194i oF Ap:\:'111914, followed at a critical time d.ownstrealll 

by the lm:l.Xilnum possible storm. 

Over the Upper Rio Grande it is considered possible that 

the maximum year of snowmelt run-off (1905 or 1941) above Elephant 

Batte may be followed at any critical time by a maximum storm 
,' " 

sequence'downatream.. 
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Fig. 28 
I 

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE DEPTH-DURATION-AREA CURVES FOR THE RIO GRANDE BASIN 

ABOVE THE DIABLO DAM SITE AND BELOW THE NICHOLS DAM SITE 
AREA= 25,470 SQUARE MILES 
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MAXIMUM POSSIBLE DEPTH-DURATION-AREA CURVES FOR THE RIO GRANDE BASIN 

ABOVE THE NICHOLS DAM SITE AND BELOW FORT QUITMAN 
AREA= 18,159 SQUARE MILES 
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Fig. 30 

MAXIMUM POSSIBLE DEPTH-DURATION-AREA CURVES i 

FOR THE RIO CONCHOS BASIN ABOVE PRESIDIO 
AREA = 24,741 SQUARE MILES 
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Fig. 31 I 
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MAXIMUM POSSIBLE DEPTH-DURATION-AREA CURVES FOR THE RIO GRANDE BASIN -

BELOW THE DIABLO DAM SITE 
AREA= 12,250 SQUARE MILES 
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